FILTER OVERVIEW WITH SERVICE INTERVALS AND CAPACITIES

4020 Series Compact Utility Tractors – 4120, 4320, 4520, 4720

FILTER PAk – LVA21203
Each kit contains RE519626, AP53330, RE508202 and RE519626, offering a complete solution for your maintenance needs to keep your tractor running at peak performance.

CAB
RECIRCULATION AIR FILTER
(4320, 4520, 4720) – MIU10011
Clean and or replace after every 50 hours and as required.
Quantity 2

TRANSMISSION / HYDRAULIC FILTER
(ALL MODELS) – LVA13038
Replace after every 400 hours.
(Click here for capacity)

FRESH AIR FILTER
(4320, 4520, 4720) – MIU10010
Clean and or replace after every 50 hours and as required.

FUEL FILTER (ALL MODELS) – RE508202
Replace after every 400 hours or annually.
(Click here for capacity)

AIR
PRIMARY FILTER (ALL MODELS) – AP33330
Replace annually or as required.
(Service more if in extremely dusty conditions)
SECONDARY FILTER (ALL MODELS) – AP33331
Replace annually or as required.
(Service more if in extremely dusty conditions)

ENGINE
OIL FILTER (ALL MODELS) – RE519626
Replace after every 200 hours or annually.
If using Plus-50™ 15W-40, replace every 400 hours or annually.
(Click here for capacity)

FILTER PAK – LVA21203
Each kit contains RE519626, AP53330, RE508202 and RE519626, offering a complete solution for your maintenance needs to keep your tractor running at peak performance.
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### CAPACITIES

**4020 Series Compact Utility Tractors – 4120, 4320, 4520, 4720**

**CAPACITIES (Approximate):**

**Fuel Tank:**
- Tractor Without Cab: 54.9 L (14.5 gal)
- Tractor With Cab: 52 L (13.8 gal)

**Cooling System:**
- Cool-Gard™ II Premix
  - Tractor Without Cab: 6.2 L (1.6 gal)
  - Tractor With Cab: 8.4 L (2.2 gal)

**Crankcase with Filter:**
- Plus-50™
  - 7.5 L (1.9 gal)

**Transmission and Hydraulic System:**
- Hy-Gard™
  - PowrReverser Models: 38.9 L (10.3 gal)
  - eHydro Models: 36.1 L (9.6 gal)

**Front Axle:**
- Hy-Gard™
  - 5.0 L (1.3 gal)

**Windshield Washer Fluid Reservoir:**
- 2.8 L (0.73 gal)

**Refrigerant (R134a):**
- 1.3 kg (2.8 lb)

---
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